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Abstract
The thermal stability of Au nanoparticles on ceria support of various morphology (nanocubes, nanooctahedra, and 
{111}-nanofacetted nanocubes) in oxidizing and reducing atmospheres was investigated by electron microscopy. A benefi-
cial effect of the reconstruction of edges of ceria nanocubes into zigzagged {111}-nanofacetted structures on the inhibition 
of sintering of Au nanoparticles was shown. The influence of different morphology of Au particles on various ceria sup-
ports on the reducibility and catalytic activity in CO oxidation, and CO PROX of Au/ceria catalysts was also investigated 
and discussed. It was shown, that ceria nanocubes with flat {110} terminated edges are more suitable as a support for Au 
nanoparticles, used to catalyze CO oxidation, than zigzagged {111}- nanofacetted structures.
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1 Introduction

As a reducible oxide with facile oxygen vacancy formation 
and easy conversion between the  Ce3+ and  Ce4+ oxidation 
states, ceria displays good characteristics both as a cata-
lyst and «active» catalytic support [1]. High efficiency of 
ceria as active support for noble metal catalysts can be 
explained by the effective supply of oxygen from ceria to 
noble metal nanoparticle to form active oxidic sites [2]. 
Theoretical DFT calculations by Conesa showed that the 
energy of the formation of oxygen vacancies is structure-
sensitive, following the sequence {110} < {100} < {111} 
[3]. Molecular dynamics (MD) calculations by Castanet 
et al. showed that the surface oxygen mobility on {100} 
surfaces of  CeO2 is one and five orders higher than that on 
the {110} and {111} surfaces, respectively [4]. It explains, 
why cube-shape ceria nanoparticles (mainly terminated 
by {100} faces) are preferable for catalytic applications 
then nanoparticles with irregular shape or nanooctahedra 
(mainly terminated by {111} faces) [1].

Gold atoms at the perimeter of the gold nanoparticles 
deposited on active support play the primary role in catalysis 
of Red-Ox reactions (e.g., CO oxidation) [5]. So the sinter-
ing of gold nanoparticles at elevated temperatures (at work-
ing conditions) will result in a severe decline of the catalytic 
activity of Au/ceria composite. An inhibition of gold nano-
particles growth at elevated temperatures is, therefore, a very 
urgent task considering the possible application of Au/ceria 
nanocomposite materials in practice.

Up to now, several strategies have been proposed to 
increase the stability of Au NPs at elevated temperatures. 
One method of increasing the sintering resistance of gold 
nanoparticles is to anchor them on the surface of the sup-
port by strengthening the metal-support interaction. Ta 
et al., proposed a mechanism of gold nanoparticles sta-
bilization on ceria nanorods, according to which gold 
atoms at the metal-support interface are anchored onto 
the underlying surface oxygen vacancies on cerium oxide. 
They showed that bonding between the surface oxygen 
vacancies and the gold particles is so strong, that the parti-
cles could only rotate/vibrate locally, but could not migrate 
to form aggregates.[6]. The number of oxygen vacancies at 
ceria surface—potential sites for anchoring gold nanopar-
ticles—can be controlled by the type of thermal treatment 
atmosphere (oxidizing or reducing) and, as we mentioned 
above, by type of  CeO2 surface—{100}, {110} or {111}. 
In our study, we investigated the sintering of Au nanoparti-
cles supported by nanocubes (mainly terminated by {100} 
faces) and nanooctahedra (terminated by {111} faces) in 
the both oxidative and reducible atmosphere.

Another approach to inhibit sintering of gold nanoparti-
cles is to fix them inside the pores of the support [7] or to 

encapsulate them with thin shells of porous oxide [8, 9]. 
This approach is based on the geometrical immobilization 
of Au nanoparticles, which inhibits both possible sintering 
mechanisms—“Particle migration” [10, 11] and “Ostwald 
ripening” [11]. However, the “encapsulation” strategy may 
result in a covering of the active sites and restrict reagents 
access to them, which can reduce the catalytic activity of 
such materials.

It appears that the disadvantages of the above method of 
stabilization can be overcome by using support with a zig-
zagged nano-facetted surface, where both sintering mecha-
nisms will be inhibited due to geometric constraints, while 
free access of reagents to active sites will be maintained.

Theoretical DFT calculations by Fronzi et al. showed 
that {110}-CeO2 surface is metastable and tends to recon-
struct into {111}-related structures [12]. MD calculations 
by Castanet et al. showed thermally induced reconstruc-
tion of {110} edges of ceria nanocubes into zigzagged 
{111}-nanfacetted structures [4]. It was confirmed experi-
mentally in several publications [4, 13–16], that the {110} 
edges of ceria nanocubes transform into a set of nanometer-
height, {111}—bounded facets as a result of treatment at 
500–600 °C. Even though nanocubes’ edges (exposing flat 
{110} face or {111} nanofacets) make < 10% of the total 
surface area, they have a decisive effect on the reactivity 
of  CeO2 and Au/CeO2 catalysts in CO oxidation [13, 14]. 
Despite a promising perspective of using such textured ceria 
nanoparticles as active supports for noble metal catalysts, 
there are no publications devoted to the thermal stability of 
Au on such structures.

The present study aims at determining the role of the 
morphology of ceria support (nanocubes, nanooctahedra, 
and zigzagged {111}-nanofacetted ceria nanocubes) and 
type of atmosphere on the thermal stability of Au nanopar-
ticles—key factor responsible for the efficiency and stabil-
ity of Au/ceria-based catalysts at elevated temperatures. 
Moreover, reducibility, catalytic activity, and selectivity of 
these materials in the CO oxidation and CO PROX were also 
investigated and discussed.

2  Experimental Section

Nanocubes  (CeO2(NC)) and nanooctahedra  (CeO2(NO)) of 
ceria were synthesized by the microwave-assisted hydro-
thermal method [17–19]. Ce(NO3)3 was first dissolved 
in distilled water. Next, the obtained solution was mixed 
with an appropriate amount of aqueous sodium hydroxide 
(NaOH) solution (for cube-shape crystals) or sodium phos-
phate  (Na3PO4) solution (for octahedral crystals) and then 
stirred for 60 min. The final solution was treated at 200 °C 
or 170 °C for 3 h under autogenous pressure in an auto-
clave to obtain cube-shape and octahedral nanocrystals, 
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respectively. The as-obtained precipitate powder was 
washed and dried at 60 °C for 12 h. {111}-nanofacetted 
nanocubes  (CeO2(NF)) were prepared by annealing of 
smooth ceria nanocubes  (CeO2(NC)) in  H2 atmosphere at 
500 °C for 3 h, and additional annealing at 200 °C/2 h in 
 O2 (5%) + He (95%)) [14].

Au nanoparticles were deposited on the ceria nanocubes 
using a wet chemical deposition–precipitation method simi-
lar to that used by Lin et al. [20]. 200 mg of ceria support, 
8 mg of  H[AuCl4], 512 mg of  (NH2)2CO, and 12 mL of 
 H2O were mixed to form a suspension. The suspension was 
stirred and kept at 80 °C in a silicone oil bath for 24 h. Au/
ceria particles were washed, dried at 50 °C for 12 h, and 
annealed in air (or in  H2) at 300 °C or 500 °C for 3 h.

The crystal structure and morphology of the samples were 
determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 
using a Philips CM-20 SuperTwin instrument operating at 
160 kV. Chemical composition and element distribution in 
the samples were checked with an FEI NovaNanoSEM 230 
equipped with EDAX Genesis XM4 detector, and induc-
tively coupled plasma (ICP) techniques. Specific surface 
area (SSA) was measured with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 
C instrument at—196 °C. The surface area was calculated 
using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method. The 
reducibility of the samples was tested with  H2-TPR (tem-
perature-programmed reduction) technique by heating the 
samples (50 mg) with a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 up to 
900 °C in  H2 (5 vol.%)/Ar flow. The hydrogen consumption 
was monitored by a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) 
(Autochem II 2920, Micromeritics).

The catalytic activity of the samples was tested in CO 
oxidation and CO PROX. Typically, 50  mg of catalyst 
was placed in the quartz microreactor (Autochem II 2920, 
Micromeritics). The gas stream containing 1% CO, 5%  O2 or 
1% CO, 1%  O2 and 40%H2, balanced with He (total flow rate 
50  cm3min−1) for CO oxidation and CO-PROX, respectively, 
was introduced into the reactor at—50 °C and the light-off 
curves were obtained with a temperature ramp rate of 3 °C/
min. The outlet gas composition was analyzed by a mass 
spectrometer (OmniStar QMS-200, Pfeiffer Vacuum) cali-
brated with gas mixtures of known composition. CO conver-
sion  (COconv) and selectivity to  CO2  (SCO2) were calculated 
as follows:

where COin and COout describe the CO concentration in the 
inlet gas and gas leaving the reactor, respectively (similarly 
for  O2 in and  O2 out).
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3  Results and Discussions

3.1  Structure and Morphology

Three types of ceria support for gold nanoparticles were 
applied—CeO2(NC), nanooctahedra  CeO2(NO), and nano-
facetted nanocubes  CeO2(NF). Previously, we showed that 
 CeO2(NC), synthesized by the MAHT method, are single 
crystals, terminated by {100} faces, with a small contribu-
tion of {110} and {111} faces at the edges and corners, 
respectively [14, 18].  CeO2(NO), also synthesized by the 
MAHT method, are single crystals terminated by {111} 
faces [1, 14, 19].  CeO2(NF) are thermally reconstructed 
 CeO2(NC) with {110} faces transformed into zigzag struc-
tures of nanometer size {111} facets [14, 15].

Figure  1 shows the representative TEM images of 
as-prepared Au/CeO2(NC) (Fig.  1a, d), Au/CeO2(NF) 
(Fig. 1b, e) and Au/CeO2(NO) (Fig. 1c, f) samples. ICP 
measurements show that Au content in Au/NC, Au/NO 
and Au/NF was 1.70, 1.77 and 1.68 wt% respectively. The 
experimental error of these measurements was 0.03 wt%. 
Thus we conclude, that Au content in all samples was the 
same. This result agrees with ~ 2 wt% Au contents meas-
ured by EDS.

Interestingly, the number of Au particles on zigzagged 
{111}-nanofacetted edges is higher than on the f lat 
{110}-terminated edges of the unreconstructed  CeO2(NC) 
(cf. Figure 2a, b, d, e). It agrees well with a recent work 
of Fernández-García et al. [15], where the preferable Au 
deposition on the  CeO2(NF) support was observed. The 
authors explain it by higher anchoring capacity for gold 
during the deposition precipitation process on the recon-
structed surface. In line with it, Lu et al. [21]. demon-
strated that Au preferentially nucleates at the point defects 
and the step edges of {111} oriented  CeO2 film.

As seen in Table 1, the type of annealing atmosphere—
reducing  (H2) and oxidative (air)) has a great impact on the 
growth of Au nanoparticles. Annealing of all the samples 
in air results in severe growth of Au nanoparticles. How-
ever, the reducing atmosphere  (H2) hindered the growth of 
Au particles in all investigated samples (cf. Table 1). We 
attribute it to the surface reduction of ceria during treat-
ment of Au/ceria samples in  H2, and consequently to the 
formation of surface oxygen vacancies “anchors” sites for 
the Au nanoparticles.

Furthermore, the stability of Au nanoparticles depends 
on the type of ceria support’s surface—{111} or {100}. 
The thermal stability of Au nanoparticles supported by flat 
{111} surface (nanooctahera) is higher than that on {100} 
one (nanocubes). Interestingly, Au nanoparticles supported 
by ceria nanooctahedra (terminated by {111} faces) dem-
onstrate extremely high resistance to sintering in reducing 
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atmosphere—average sizes of Au nanoparticles in Au/
CeO2(NO) sample treated in  H2 at 500 °C is only 2 nm, 
while the average size of as-deposited Au nanoparticles 
is 1.5 nm. At first glance, Au nanoparticles should be 

more stable on {100} than {111} faces of  CeO2 because 
{100} faces contain more oxygen vacancies (potential 
“anchoring” sites) than {111}. Theoretical calculations 
showed that the energy of oxygen vacancy formation on 

Fig. 1  TEM images of as-prepared Au/CeO2(NC) (a, d), Au/CeO2(NF) (b, e) and Au/CeO2(NO) (c, f) samples

Fig. 2  TEM image of Au/CeO2(NF) sample treated at 300 °C in air. HR-TEM images (recorded along [110] axis) of Au/CeO2(NF) edges treated 
at 300 (b) and 500 °C (c) in air and at 300 (d) and 500 °C (e) in  H2
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the ceria surface is sensitive to the type of exposed lat-
tice plane: {110} (+ 1.99 eV) < {100} (+ 2.27 eV) < {111} 
(+ 2.60 eV) [22, 23]. However, our data showed the oppo-
site effect—Au nanoparticles are more stable on ceria 
nanooctahedra ((NO), terminated by {111} faces) than on 
nanocubes (NC) or reconstructed nanocubes ((NF), both 
mainly terminated by {100} faces). This apparent contra-
diction can be explained as follows. MD calculations by 
Castanet et al. showed that {111} surface of ceria does not 
undergo faceting nor reconstruction at any temperature, 
whereas the {100} surface has a very mobile (liquid-like) 
top layer with both the Ce and O ions being highly mobile 
[4]. It can be assumed that high ion mobility on the {100} 
surface inhibits “anchoring” of Au nanoparticles and cre-
ates favorable conditions for their sintering via Ostwald 
ripening mechanism.

Probably, the presence of phosphate impurities in Au/
NO should also influence on sintering of Au nanoparticles. 
Futhermoere, phosphate impurities are most likely located 
on surface of nanooctahedra and can be “anchoring” sites 
for Au nanoparticles. However, this hypothesis requires an 
experimental verification.

It was found that gold nanoparticles appear to be more 
stable on zigzagged {111} nanofacetted surface than on flat 
{111} and relatively flat {110} surfaces both in oxidizing 
(air) and reducing atmosphere  (H2) (cf. Table 1). We attrib-
ute this to the inhibition of Ostwald ripening growth of Au 
nanoparticles on the zigzagged {111}-nanofacetted surface. 
Despite the absence of direct experimental confirmation, our 
hypothesis is in a good agreement with Lu et al. [21], who 
showed that the growth of Au particles proceeds mainly via 
atom diffusion along the steps on the  CeO2(111) support. In 
our case, the restriction of the surface diffusion of Au atoms 
to one direction along the “valleys” between nanofacets 
should inhibit the growth of Au particles.

The inhibitory effect of nanofaceted surface on the sin-
tering of Au nanoparticles loses its efficiency at elevated 
temperatures. The representative TEM image of Au/
CeO2(NC) catalyst treated at 300 °C in the air is presented 
in Fig. 2a. As seen in Fig. 2b and d (recorded along [110] 
axis of ceria), numerous Au particles are present on zig-
zagged {111}-nanofacetted edges of the catalyst treated at 
300 °C in air and  H2. However, the Au/CeO2(NF) sample 

annealed at 500 °C in the air has a lower number of Au 
nanoparticles on {111} nanofacets than the same sample, 
treated both in air and  H2 at 300 °C (Fig. 2c). We assume 
that at this temperature, both Ostwald ripening and particle 
migration mechanisms may operate, and Au nanoparticles 
can migrate from {111} nanofacets toward flat {100} faces. 
It can explain their low-concentration on {111} nanofacets 
(which constitute approx. 10% of the total surface of NF). 
Annealing at 500 °C in  H2 results also in total degradation 
of zigzagged {111}-nanofacetted edges into more flatted 
and rounded structures (cf. Fig. 2e). The same transforma-
tion of {111}-nanofacetted structures on ceria nanorods into 
flat {110} surface was also observed by Crozier et al. [24]. 
Interestingly, {111}-nanofacetted structures on the edges of 
Au-free ceria nanocubes are stable at the same conditions 
(treatment 500 °C in  H2) [14]. Thus, it can be assumed that 
the presence of Au facilitates the {111}-nanofacets → flat 
{110} surface reconstruction under treatment in the reducing 
atmosphere. However, this supposition needs more in-depth 
investigation, which will be performed in our future work.

3.2  Reducibility

H2-TPR is a powerful tool to provide information on the 
reducibility of ceria modified by metals.  H2-TPR profiles of 
Au/CeO2(NC), Au/CeO2(NF), and Au/CeO2(NO) samples 
calcined at 300 °C and 500 °C are shown in Fig. 3. The 
profiles of all the samples can be divided into two regions: 
low (< 150 °C) and high (300–900 °C) temperature. Low-
temperature  H2 consumption peaks (cf. Fig. 3) are related to 
the reduction of oxygen species on gold nanoparticles and 
to the surface reduction of ceria support [25–27]. A high-
temperature broad peak (at 500–1000 °C) is typical for bulk 
reduction of ceria [18, 28, 29].

The broad peak (at 200–400 °C), observed exclusively for 
Au/CeO2(NO) sample, is probably attributed to the reduc-
tion of phosphate impurities  (Na3PO4 was used as a pre-
cipitant for  CeO2(NO) synthesis). However, this supposition 
needs experimental verification, which will be performed in 
our future work.

The low-temperature reducibility of Au/ceria sam-
ples, treated at 300 °C and 500 °C follows the sequence: 
Au/CeO2(NC) > Au/CeO2(NF) > Au/CeO2(NO) and Au/

Table 1  The average size 
of Au nanoparticles in Au/
CeO2(NC), Au/CeO2(NF), and 
Au/CeO2(NO) samples before 
and after treatment in air and 
hydrogen at 300 and 500 °C 
(Au particle size distributions 
for all the samples are presented 
in ESI)

Sample D(Au) average, nm D(Au) average, on {111} nanofacets, nm

As prepared 300 °C 500 °C As prepared 300 °C 500 °C

Air H2 Air H2 Air H2 Air H2

Au/CeO2(NC) 1.7 2.4 1.8 8.4 5.1 – – – – –
Au/CeO2(NO) 1.5 2.8 1.8 6.1 2.0 – – – – –
Au/CeO2(NF) 1.6 2.3 2.0 6.0 3.5 1.6 1.9 1.5 3–4 –
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CeO2(NC) > Au/CeO2(NO) > Au/CeO2(NF), respectively. 
Rising the temperature of thermal pre-treatment in the air 
to 500 °C decreases the low-temperature reducibility of all 
samples by 15- 40% (see Table 2).

The effect of the morphology of ceria nanoparticles on 
the low-temperature reducibility of Au-ceria system can be 
explained in the following way. Ceria nanocubes, synthe-
sized by the MAHT method, are single crystals, terminated 
by {100} faces, with a small contribution of {110} and 
{111} faces at the edges and corners, respectively [13, 14, 
30]. Thus, the enhanced low-temperature reducibility of Au/
CeO2(NC) sample can be attributed to the low formation 
energy of oxygen vacancies at {100} and {110} faces [3].

Despite the same Au content in Au/CeO2(NF) and Au/
CeO2(NC), the reducibility of Au/CeO2(NF) is lower 
(by approx. 40%), both for the samples annealed at 300 
and 500 °C. It appears that the edges of ceria nanocubes 
(which make < 10% of the total surface area) control the 

low-temperature reducibility (and accordingly reactivity) 
of Au/ceria system. In the case of  CeO2(NF), the active 
{110} surface on the edges is reconstructed to much less 
active {111} terminated nanofacets. In the literature, no 
 H2-TPR investigations of the reconstructed ceria nanocubes 
have been published yet. However, there are data regarding 
 CeO2(NF) and Au/CeO2(NF) reactivity, which strongly cor-
relates with the low-temperature reducibility of these materi-
als. Our previous results show that the surface reconstruction 
of {110} terminated edges of ceria nanocubes results in a 
strong decrease in their catalytic reactivity in CO oxidation 
[14].

The decrease of the low-temperature reducibility with an 
increase of the treatment temperature up to 500 °C can be 
explained by a thermally induced growth (sintering) of gold 
nanoparticles. The average size of Au nanoparticles in Au/
ceria samples, annealed at 300 and 500 °C is 2.3–2.8 and 
6.0–8.4 nm, respectively (cf. Table 1). Thermally induced 
growth of Au nanoparticles reduces the number of easily 
reducible oxygen species on their surface, responsible for 
low-temperature  H2-TPR signal.

3.3  Catalytic Activity

3.3.1  CO‑Oxidation

Figure 4 shows CO-oxidation light-off curves for Au/ceria 
samples. Since the specific surface area (SSA) of all the sam-
ples studied is comparable—14.6, 8.7 and 9.2  m2/g for Au/
CeO2(NC), Au/CeO2(NF) and Au/CeO2(NO), respectively, 
it is admissible to conclude that variations in the catalytic 

Fig. 3  H2-TPR profiles of the Au/CeO2(NC), Au/CeO2(NF) and Au/CeO2(NO) samples treated at 300 (a) and 500 °C (b) in air

Table 2  Low temperature  H2 consumption (0–150  °C temperature 
range) for Au/CeO2(NC), Au/CeO2(NF) and Au/CeO2(NO) samples 
pre-treated at 300 and 500 °C

The weights of the samples are 50 mg

Sample H2 consumption, μmol

Pre-treated in air at 
300 °C

Pre-treated in 
air at 500 °C

Au/CeO2(NC) 4.68 3.29
Au/CeO2(NF) 2.78 1.67
Au/CeO2(NO) 2.22 1.88
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activity of the samples are determined mainly by the mor-
phology of ceria support and the size of Au nanoparticles 
but not by the differences in the specific surface area. There 
is one more argument in favor of this assumption. The differ-
ence in SSA between Au/CeO2(NC) and Au/CeO2(NF) sam-
ples (caused by sintering of ceria nanocubes, which accom-
panies surface reconstruction of NC into NF) is maximum 
in all investigated samples. At the same time, these samples 
show similar catalytic activity (being inversely proportional 
to the temperature of half-conversion  T50) in CO oxidation 
(cf. Fig. 4; Table 3).

The catalytic activity (being inversely proportional to the 
temperature of half-conversion  T50) of the Au/ceria sam-
ples (annealed at 300 and 500 °C) follows the tendency: Au/
CeO2(NC) > Au/CeO2(NF) > Au/CeO2(NO). Interestingly, 
the difference in the catalytic activity is more pronounced 
for the samples, annealed at 500 °C.

Generally, the results on CO-oxidation correspond well 
with  H2-TPR data. Since the average sizes of Au nanopar-
ticles supported on  CeO2(NC),  CeO2(NF) and  CeO2(NO) 
are comparable (see Table 1), we assume that the observed 
differences in catalytic activity are related to the details 
of the Au-ceria interface (which in turn depends on the 

morphology of ceria support). It is generally accepted that 
the perimeter sites at the gold-support interface are the 
active sites for low-temperature CO oxidation [5, 6].

The lowest activity of Au/CeO2(NO) samples has two 
complementary explanations. The first is a low reactivity of 
the {111} surfaces terminating the ceria nanooctehedra [3]. 
The second is a presence of phosphorous (due to the use of 
 Na3PO4 as a precipitant during ceria  CeO2(NO) synthesis). 
Phosphorous inhibits oxygen diffusion within the subsurface 
region of  CeO2 [31], and in consequence, lowers the cata-
lytic activity of ceria.

The explanation of the differences in the catalytic activ-
ity of Au/CeO2(NC) and Au/CeO2(NF) samples is more 
complicated. Au/CeO2(NC), pre-treated at both tempera-
tures (300 and 500 °C) is more active than Au/CeO2(NF) 
annealed at the same temperatures (Fig. 4; Table 3). We 
attribute the higher activity of Au/CeO2(NC) sample to the 
gold particles located at highly active {110} faces on edges 
of ceria nanocubes. The activity of Au/CeO2(NF) samples is 
lower due to the lower reactivity of gold particles located on 
{111}-nanofacets, created by reconstruction of {110} faces 
on NCs edges. This hypothesis is in a good agreement with 
our previous finding that bare  CeO2(NC) are more active in 
CO-oxidation than  CeO2(NF) [14]. Moreover, using Raman 
spectroscopy, we found that the concentration of oxygen 
defects in  CeO2(NC) sample is higher than in  CeO2(NF) 
[14].

On the other hand, Tinoco et al. showed that gold sup-
ported on the  CeO2(NF) presents an intrinsic (per gold sur-
face atom) CO oxidation activity much higher than gold on 
the non-reconstructed oxide [13]. Fernández-García et al., 

Fig. 4  CO oxidation light-off curves for the Au/CeO2(NC),  CeO2(NF) and  CeO2(NO)samples treated at 300 (a) and 500 °C (b)

Table 3  T50 of Au/CeO2(NC), 
Au/  CeO2(NF), and Au/
CeO2(NO) samples pre-treated 
at 300 and 500 °C

Sample T50, °C

300 °C 500 °C

Au/CeO2(NC) 35 44
Au/CeO2(NF) 39 66
Au/CeO2(NO) 48 98
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attribute it to the presence of peroxide surface species  (O2
2−) 

at {111} nanofacets [15]. Despite this contradiction, which 
we cannot explain at this moment, an important role of the 
texture of the edges of ceria nanocubes is clearly visible.

However, the difference in activity of various samples 
treated at 300 and 500 °C is not as significant as one would 
expect, considering distinct average sizes of gold nano-
particles. It can be explained by the presence of highly 
active sub-nanometer Au nanoclusters in pre-treated sam-
ples (both at 300 and 500 °C). In our previous works, we 
observed, using (S)TEM technique, such Au clusters in Au/
CeO2(NC) annealed at 300 °C [32, 33]. The second possible 

explanation is the presence of pseudo-single sites, i.e., gold 
ions slightly abstracted from a gold clusters, which exhibit 
lower activation energy in the rate-determining step of CO-
oxidation [34]. However, these hypotheses require HR-(S)
TEM + DRIFTS + DFT verification, which we are going to 
do in further study.

3.3.2  CO PROX

The activity and selectivity of various Au/CeO2 samples 
in CO PROX are compared in Fig. 5a and b. For all sam-
ples, the CO conversion first increases with the reaction 

Fig. 5  Temperature-programmed reaction of CO PROX over Au/CeO2(NC), Au/CeO2(NF) and Au/CeO2(NO) samples treated at 300 (a) and 
500 °C (b)
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temperature to a maximum at 50–100  °C, and then it 
decreases (Fig. 5a, b-top). Characteristic temperatures of 
half conversion—T1 (growth) and T2 (decline) are summa-
rized in Table 4. Figure 5a and b—bottom show that selec-
tivity of all samples strongly decreases with increasing reac-
tion temperature to ~ 35% at 50–70 °C. Further growth of the 
reaction temperature to 300 °C lowers the selectivity to 20% 
or less (Fig. 4). The numerical values of selectivity at  T50 
and temperatures when 50% selectivity is obtained (T(S50%)) 
of Au/CeO2(NC), Au/CeO2(NF) and Au/CeO2(NO) samples 
annealed at various temperatures (300 and 500 °C) are sum-
marized in Table 4.

Generally, the results of CO-PROX correspond with CO-
oxidation and  H2-TPR data, but there are some differences. 
As seen in Table 4, the catalytic activity (being inversely 
proportional to the minimal (T1) temperature of half-conver-
sion  T50) of Au/ceria samples (annealed at 300 and 500 °C) 
in CO PROX follows the tendency: Au/CeO2(NC) > Au/
CeO2(NF)≈Au/CeO2(NO). Nevertheless, the catalytic activ-
ity of the samples in CO-oxidation follows the sequence Au/
CeO2(NC) > Au/CeO2(NF) > Au/CeO2(NO). The observed 
difference indicates that the reconstruction of {110} surfaces 
at the edges of ceria nanocubes into zigzagged {111} struc-
ture more strongly declines the efficiency of CO oxidation 
in  H2 stream.

The width (T1–T2) of temperature window of the efficient 
CO oxidation (CO conversion > 50%) follows the sequence: 
Au/CeO2(NC) > Au/CeO2(NF) >  > Au/CeO2(NO). As seen 
in Table 4, the selectivity of the samples at minimal (T1) 
temperature of  T50 follows the tendency: Au/CeO2(NC)≈Au/
CeO2(NF) > Au/CeO2(NO). It shows that both parameters 
are the worst for Au/CeO2(NO). The Au/CeO2(NF) sam-
ple (annealed at 300 and 500 °C) maintain relatively high 

selectivity (50%) to a higher temperature as compared to 
other samples. Most likely, the structure of the edges of ceria 
nanocubes does not influence on the selectivity of Au/ceria 
catalysts in CO oxidation.

The catalytic performance of all investigated samples 
decreases with the increase of the pre-treatment tempera-
ture from 300 to 500 °C. As we mentioned above, it is, most 
likely, attributed to the sintering of Au nanoparticles and, 
as a consequence—decreasing the number of active sites.

As already mentioned, the CO conversion curves for each 
sample had similar characteristics. After the initial rapid 
increase to a maximum value at 50–100 °C, a decrease with 
a further rise of temperature was observed. The decline 
of the CO conversion in CO PROX at temperatures above 
50–100 °C is related to two processes: competitive oxidation 
of hydrogen and desorption of carbon monoxide from gold 
nanoparticles. Oxidation of carbon monoxide and hydro-
gen on gold catalysts takes place at the same active centers, 
which are located at the metal support perimeter and low-
coordinated gold atoms [35, 36]. This means that CO and  H2 
compete for access to the same active centers of the catalyst. 
At low temperatures, when the strength of CO adsorption 
on gold nanoparticles is relatively high, the CO oxidation 
prevails. As the reaction temperature increases, CO surface 
coverage on gold nanoparticles decreases, and oxidation of 
hydrogen is more efficient [37] (it should be remembered 
that the concentration of  H2 is much higher than that of CO). 
Since the amount of oxygen in the CO PROX reaction is 
limited, most of the oxygen can be consumed by  H2 oxida-
tion when the hydrogen oxidation yield is too high, and CO 
conversion starts to decrease. In our case, the oxygen con-
centration in the feed gas is 1%, so the oxygen deficiency for 
CO oxidation occurs when the selectivity to  CO2 is lower 

Table 4  A comparison of Au/
CeO2(NC), Au/CeO2(NF), and 
Au/CeO2(NO) catalysts in their 
performance and selectivity for 
CO PROX

T50 (T1)—temperature of half conversion in the ascending section of the CO-oxidation curve (other words 
– minimal temperature of half conversion)
T50 (T2)—temperature of half conversion in the downward section of the CO-oxidation curve
Selectivity at  T50(T1)—selectivity at the temperature of half conversion in the ascending section of the CO-
oxidation curve  T50(T1)
Selectivity at  T50(T2)—selectivity at the temperature of half conversion in the downward section of the 
CO-oxidation curve  T50(T2)
T(S50%)—temperature when selectivity downwards to 50%

Sample CO oxidation

T50, °C Selectivity at  T50, % T(S50%), °C

T1 T2 T1 T2

Au/CeO2(NC) 300 °C 28 239 70 25 43
500 °C 50 231 62 25 61

Au/CeO2(NF) 300 °C 41 166 67 25 56
500 °C 79 203 53 25 84

Au/CeO2(NO) 300 °C 40 69 58 26 44
500 °C – – 32
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than 50% (assuming total conversion of oxygen). As can be 
seen in Fig. 4, for most samples, CO conversion starts to 
decrease around the temperature when the PROX selectivity 
reaches about 50%.

From a practical point of view, the optimal CO-PROX 
reaction temperature is around 100 °C, which corresponds 
to the operating temperature of the PEM fuel cell [38]. It is 
believed that restriction of the activity of Au/CeO2 catalysts 
in the hydrogen oxidation in this temperature range is neces-
sary to increase their selectivity in the CO-PROX reaction.
[39, 40].

The selectivity of the tested catalysts depends on both 
the morphology of the ceria support and the size of the gold 
nanoparticles (related to the temperature of the thermal pre-
treatment in the air). Comparing the selectivity of the cata-
lysts pre-treated at 300 °C in the air (Fig. 4), it is seen that 
the selectivity of the Au/CeO2(NO) catalyst above 50 °C 
is much lower than the other samples. The growth of gold 
nanoparticles after thermal pre-treatment at 500 °C in the 
air, leads to a decrease in the activity of all the catalysts. In 
summary, the Au/CeO2(NO) catalyst not only showed the 
lowest activity in CO oxidation among the studied samples 
but also the lowest selectivity in PROX reaction. It can be 
explained as follows. The size of gold nanoparticles was 
comparable in all three catalysts (cf. Table 1). It remains an 
open question about the presence/absence of highly active 
subnanometer Au clusters in these samples. However, we 
observed the presence of such Au clusters in Au/CeO2(NC) 
annealed at 300 °C [32, 33]. There are no objective reasons 
which can prevent thermally induced redispersion (e.g., 
strong anchoring on oxygen vacancies) in all investigated 
samples (annealed in the air only). Hence it is logical to 
assume that the fraction of highly active subnanometer Au 
clusters occurs in all investigated samples also. Thus, it can 
be stated that the type of the exposed ceria faces (and prob-
ably, presence/absence of phosphorous) had a decisive influ-
ence on the Au/CeO2(NO) catalyst selectivity in PROX.

4  Conclusions

The sintering of Au nanoparticles on three types of ceria sup-
port (nanocubes (NC), nanooctahedra (NO), and nanofacet-
ted nanocubes (NF)) has been investigated. It was shown 
that the thermal stability of Au nanoparticles supported by 
flat {111} and {100} surfaces of ceria is similar. Still, gold 
nanoparticles appear to be most stable on zigzagged {111} 
nanofacetted surface, formed by the reconstruction of {110} 
surfaces at the edges of ceria nanocubes. The smaller size 
of Au particles in the latter sample has, however, no notice-
able effect on the catalytic activity in CO—oxidation and 
CO PROX. Moreover, Au/CeO2(NF) sample shows lower 
reactivity and selectivity in CO oxidation in comparison to 

Au/CeO2(NC). Therefore, ceria nanocubes with flat edges 
terminated by {110} surfaces appear more suitable as a sup-
port for Au nanoparticles, used to catalyze CO oxidation, 
than {111} nanofacetted ceria nanocubes.
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